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NEW COMBINATORIAL INTERPRETATIONS

OF TWO ANALYTIC IDENTITIES

A. K. AGARWAL

(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. Two generalized partition theorems involving partitions with " n +

1 copies of n " and " n + 2 copies of n ", respectively, are proved. These

theorems have potential of yielding infinite Rogers-Ramanujan type identities

on MacMahon's lines. Five particular cases are also discussed. Among them

three are known and two provide new combinatorial interpretations of two

known ^-identities.

1. Introduction, definitions, and main results

In this paper we shall prove some partition identities involving partitions

with " n + £ copies on n ". We first recall the following definitions from [3]:

Definition 1. A partition with "« + £ copies of n ", £ > 0 is a partition in

which a part of size n , n > 0, can come in n + £ different colors denoted

by subscripts: nx ,n2, ... , nn+e. In the part ni, n can be zero if and only if

i > 1 . But in no partition are zeros permitted to repeat.

Definition 2. The weighted difference of two parts m¡, n ■, m > n is defined

by m - n - i - j and is denoted by ((mi - n.)).

Recently in [ 1 ] the following result was proved:

Theorem 1. For k > -3, let Ak(v) denote the number of partitions of v with

"n copies of n "such that the weighted difference of each pair ofsummands mi,

«   is greater than k. Then

t^o £3 (0;«)„(«;? )„
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where
(l-aql)

(«;«), = n
Some particular cases were also discussed. Among them was the following

identity in which the partitions enjoy a convolution property:

Corollary 1. A_2(u) equals Yl"k=QAv_kBk, where Av denotes the number of

partitions of v into distinct parts = ±3 (mod 7) and Bv denotes the number

of partitions of v into parts ^0, ±4    (mod 14).

Corollary 1 is a combinatorial interpretation of the identity [5, Eq. (3.1),

p. 219]:

"        g*("2+") ~ (1 + g")(i - g7-2)(l - g*-»)(i - g7")

¿sifïiJ.toîA ;=i   a-<?")o+<77"-l)(i+<77n-6)
In this paper we shall prove the following two theorems, which are very

similar to Theorem 1 :

Theorem 2. For k > -3, let Bk(v) denote the number of partitions of v with

"n + 1 copies of n " such that the weighted difference of each pair of parts is

greater than k, the parts are nonnegative, and for some i, ii , is a part. Then

oo oo i/(v+l)(fc+3)/2

(1.3) £**(")«" = £,'       2,   ■
u=o m(í;«K«;íI+i

Theorem 3. For k > -3, fei Ck(v) denote the number of partitions of v with

" n + 2 copies of n " into nonnegative parts such that the weighted difference of

each pair of parts is greater than k, and for some i, i¡+2 is a part. Then

oo oo       i/[l+(i/+l)(fc+3)/2]

O-4) Ëc^'Ër-5—•
„=0 „=o(0;0)„(0;í )„+,

In §3 we shall show that Theorem 2 and 3 provide new combinatorial inter-

pretations (similar to Corollary 1 above) of the following ^-identities [6, p. 160

1(80) and 1(82), respectively]:

00 ¿72"("+1)

(1-5)       £
nr,()(Q\Q)n((i;Q2)n+x

Q',q)™ fl(l-qln-2)(\-qXin~n)(l-q*n-')(l-qln)

(^oc   „=1

and

oo ¿n(n+3)

(1-6)    £
) vi;<?)„(<?;? )„+,

7«-3w. 7«-4w, 14«-13 w, 14n-lw, In.

(9\9)O0

OC n/1 7n —3W, 7/i —4W. I4n-l jw 1 14/Î-1W1 7(l-q       )(\-q       )(l-q )(l - q        )(!-?
«=i

In §3 we shall pose some very significant open problems.
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2. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3

Proof of Theorem 2. Let Ak(m,v) and Bk(m,v) denote respectively the num-

ber of partitions of v enumerated by Ak(v) and Bk(v) with the added restric-

tion that there be exactly m parts.

It was shown in [1, Eq. (2.6)] that if

(2.1) /,(z,^) = ££^(m,I,)zw^,

m=0v=0

then

oo     i/[l+(*+3)(i/-l)/2]   v

(2-2) /*(z.g) = Sg,   w   2/;
„=o    (9\9)„(9'^)u

and so

oo     u(i/+l)(fc+3)/2/     ,»

(2.3) /,(z,g)-/fc(zg,g) = zg£g 2<?j   .

„=o (q>q)„(q;q )v+i

Setting

oo       *<*>H)(*+3)/2   v

(2-4) *»(*»?) = £,       w      2,
t^{9\9)v{9\9 )„&i

oo     oo

= £££*(>" ."^v,

we see by coefficient comparision in (2.3) that

(2.5) Ak(m,v) - Ak(m,v - m) = Ek(m - 1 ,v - m).

Equation (2.5) shows that Ek(m,v) equals the number of partitions of u+m+l

with " n copies n " into m + 1 parts such that the weighted difference of each

pair of parts mi, « is greater than k and, for some i, ii is a part. If we

subtract 1 from each part of a partition enumerated by Ek(m,v) ignoring the

subscripts we see that the resulting partition is enumerated by Bk(m + 1 ,v).

This implies that

(2.6) Ek(m,v) = Bk(m+l,v).

Hence

oo     oo oo     oo        v(v+l)(k + l)l2    m

(2.7)        ££^(^ + i,^V = ££í
m=0i/=0 m=0f=0 \9 \9)u(9 \9  )v + \

Now

£^(-)^ = £
¡/=0 v=0

ílBk(m,v)
m=0

oo vtv+l)(k+3)/2

^ = ¿?A.(1^) = £-^-—-r—
v=0(q\Q)„(q\Q )„+,

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let Ck(m,v) denote the number of partitions of v

counted by Ck(v) with the added restriction that there be exactly m parts.

Equation (2.3) can be written as

(2.8) fk(z, q) - fk(zq, q) = zqhk(z, q),

where

oo     i/[I+(i/+1)(*+3)/2]   v

(2-9) M*.g) = £   ,,.,,   ,„.„2,
t^o {.q\9)v(q\q )„+

Setting

OO        OO

(2.10) hk{z,9) = YíYíFk{m,v)zmqv,
m=0v=0

we see by coefficient comparison in (2.8) that

(2.11) Ak(m,v) - Ak(m,v - m) = Fk(m- I ,v - 1).

Equation (2.11) shows that Fk(m, v) equals the number of partitions of v + 1

with " n copies of n " into m + 1 parts such that the weighted difference of

each pair of parts mi, « is greater than k and for some i, i¡ is a part.

If we replace this part /'. by (i - l)l+1, we see that the resulting partition is

enumerated by Ck(m + \,v). This implies that

(2.12) Fk(m,v) = Ck(m+l,v).

Hence
oo    oo oo    oo      i/[l+(i/+l)(/:+3)/2]   v

££q(m + i,,)zV = ££*
m=0i/=0 m=0v=0   \9\9)v\9\9 )v+\

Now

oo    f   oo

£^(^ = £    £Q(^^) \qV = K(l,q)
v=0 v=0  lm=0 J

oo       ./[l+(i/+l)(A:+3)/2]

f^(q\q)v(q;q2)v+l '

and the proof of Theorem 3 is completed.

3. Particular cases

For k = 0, Theorem 2, in view of the identity [6, 1(4), p. 156]

oo 3n(n+l)/2 , oo
/■i i\       V*       0 1 TT/1 10"n/i lûd-2,,. 10n-8,

t?o(9;qUq;q)„      (<? ><7)oo „=,

yields
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Corollary 2.1. The number of partitions of v with "n + 1 copies of n " into

nonnegative parts, such that each pair of parts mi, « has positive weighted

difference and for some i, ii+x is a part, equals the number of ordinary partitions

of v into parts ^0, ±2    (mod 10).

For k = -1, Theorem 2, in view of the identity [6, 1(60), p. 158]

oo n(n+l) , oo
/-> in    Y^ 9 l TT/1 14"-4n/i I4n-10,,. 14/K

„To(9;q)n(q;9)n+l      W.«)oo„=,

reduces to

Corollary 2.2. The number of partitions of v with " n + 1 copies of n " into

nonnegative parts, such that each pair of parts m{, n has nonnegative weighted

difference and for some i, ij+x is a part, equals the number of ordinary partitions

of v into parts ^0, ±4    (mod 14).

On the other hand, in this particular case, Theorem 3, in view of the identity

[6, 1(59), p. 157]

oo n(n+2) . oo
E9 l Tf/i 14"-2N/1 14«-12N/1 14"N

;—w—2^ = 7rT^ll(1-«     x1-«      )(1-^   )•
„=o(9;q)„(9\q)n+i      W'^nü

reduces to

Corollary 3.1. The number of partitions of v with "n + 2 copies of n " into

nonnegative parts, such that each pair of parts mi, « has nonnegative weighted

difference and for some i, ii+2 is a part, equals the number of ordinary partitions

of v into parts ^0, ±2 (mod 14).

Remark 1. Corollaries 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 are the particular cases k = 2, £ = 1 ;

k = 3, £ - 1 ; and k = 3, £ = 2, respectively of Theorem 4 in [3].

Remark 2. Another proof of Corollaries 2.1, 2.2, and 3.1 can be found in [4].

For k = -2, Theorems 2 and 3 give the following combinatorial interpretations,

presumably new, of the identities (1.5) and (1.6), respectively.

Corollary 2.3. The number of partitions of v with "n + 1 copies of n " into

nonnegative parts, such that the weighted difference of each pair of summands

mt, «   is greater than or equal to -1 and for some i, i¡+x  is a part, equals

2^/c=o Ck^v-k' wnere Ck denotes the number of partitions k into

parts = ±1, ±4, ±6 (mod 14) and Dk denotes the number of partitions

of k into distinct parts.

Example. T?_2(5) = 12, since the relevant partitions are 56, 5,4-0,, 52 + 0, ,

53+0,, 54+0,, 55+0,, 4, + l2, 42+l2, 4, + 1,-r-O,, 4-, + 1,-r-O, , 43+l,-r-0,,

3,+2,+0,.
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Also,

5

£ CkD5_k = C0D5 + CXD4 + C2D3 + C3D2 + C4D{ + C,D0
k=0

= 1(3)+ 1(2)+ 1(2)+ 1(1)+ 2(1)+ 2(1)

= 12.

Corollary 3.2. The number of partitions of v with "n + 2 copies of n " into

nonnegative parts, such that the weighted difference of each pair of summands

mt, nj is greater than or equal to -I and for some i,  ii+2 is a part, equals

2~^k=oEkL^i/-k' wnere Ek denotes the number of partitions of k into parts =

2,5,6,8,9,12 (mod 14) and Dk , as in Corollary 2.3, denotes the number

of partitions of k into distinct parts.

Example.   C_2(6) = 10, since the relevant partitions are 68, 6, + 02, 62 + 02,

63 + 02, 64 + 02, 65 + 02, 4, +2, +02, 42 + 2, +02, 5, + 13, 52 + 13. Also,

6

£ EkD6-k = E0Dt + ElD5 + E2D4 + E3D3 + EAD2 + E5Dl + E6D0
i/=0

= 1(4) + 0(3) + 1(2) + 0(2) + 1(1) + 1(1) + 2(1)

= 10.

4. Conclusion

Many questions arise from this work. The most obvious among them are:

( 1 ) Can Theorems 1, 2, and 3 be combined into one?

(2) Is it possible to give a nice combinatorial interpretation of Theorems 1,

2, and 3 for the general value of A: ?

(3) The methods used here were also used recently in [2] to give «-color

partitions theoretic interpretations of several ^-identities from [6]. Is

it possible to prove Theorems 3 and 4 of [3] by using these methods?

(4) We have seen that each of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 yields a partition

identity wherein the partitions enjoy a convolution property. Does this

lead to the conclusion that there exists an infinite family of identities

wherein partitions enjoy a convolution property?
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